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GOLD PRICE
US$ - Friday p.m. fix

Break!

Source: Bloomberg, Murenbeeld & Co.

US DOLLAR INDEX

Gold - LBMA PM Price
Gold - COMEX
Silver - HH
Platinum - NYME
Crude Oil - NYME
CRB Bridge - NYBOT
US $ Index (EFXR0)
Fed Funds (Overnight)
US 10-Year TIPS Yield
TSX Global Gold Index
S&P 500

Jun-27
1826.30
1820.90
2130.50
904.10
109.57
298.78
102.79
1.58
0.65
282.49
3900.11

Euro, Yen,
Pound, Cdn $

Euro, Yen, Pound,
Cdn $, Yuan, Swiss,
Rupee, Aus$

January 1999 = 100

Jun-29 Jun-30
Jul-01
1817.75 1817.00 1797.45
1817.50 1807.30 1807.80
2077.50 2047.70 1985.50
910.80 898.40 879.50
109.78 105.76 108.38
299.34 291.15 291.83
103.45 103.08 103.30
1.58
1.58
1.58
0.69
0.66
0.52
272.86 262.16
3818.83 3785.38 3825.33

Source: Bloomberg, Murenbeeld & Co.

Review
Another poor week for gold,
as the chart below highlights.
Gold was fixed today at
$1797.45, only the 8th time this
year below $1800. The technical
charts on page 6 look terrible
as a result. (Not a great way
to celebrate Canada Day and
Independence Day!!)

Euro, Yen, Pound

Jun-28
1819.05
1817.50
2091.50
910.40
111.76
301.00
103.10
1.58
0.69
275.77
3821.55

by Martin Murenbeeld
The dollar was quite strong
the week just ended, which
undoubtedly accounted for
some of gold’s weakness, but
then US interest rates at the
long end also declined. The
latter, including the modest
decline in the 10-year TIPS
yield, should have helped gold

Source: Bloomberg, Murenbeeld & Co.

S&P 500 INDEX

52-wk moving
average
13-wk moving
average

Source: Bloomberg, Murenbeeld & Co.
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somewhat more. Gold ETF
demand was negative again
this week however (see chart
on page 6), which underscores
an ongoing lack of investor
interest in recent weeks.
The bump in the gold price
today came on the back of a
weaker than expected US PMI
(Purchasing Managers Index)
report. Weaker economic data
suggest Fed rate hikes will
come to an end in the not-toodistant future, which is positive
for gold (and equity markets).
But weak data also point to the
rising likelihood of recession!
We have more on this below.

borrowed from the Economic
Monitor that highlights equity
market developments in the
2nd of a year that has seen
declines comparable to that in
the 1st half of 2022.
Recession Watch
There are many charts
one could show that the US
economy is slowing rapidly
(see Economic Monitor). One
that caught our attention is
of the University of Michigan

Consumer Sentiment Index,
below. Another is of the PMI
data noted above.
In the wake of today’s
data release the Fed of Atlanta
updated its GDPNow model,
see overleaf. The model now
points to a 2.1% contraction in
GDP for 2022-Q2. Given that
the US economy contracted
1.6% in 2022-Q1 (the latest
BEA revision), it is essentially
certain that US GDP contracted

2022-Q2 ended yesterday
and the data show gold
averaged $1870.58 for
the quarter (with a high
of $1976.75 and a low of
$1809.50 – all pm fixes). Gold
averaged $1877.16 in 2022-Q1
(with a high of $2039.05 and
a low of $1788.15). The low
for the year $1788.15, was set
on January 28, a short month
before Russia invaded Ukraine.
Today’s pm fix is the lowest pm
fix since the war commenced,
meaning 2022-Q3 is not
starting out well for gold!
Today we highlight the
near certainty that the US is
already in recession, some
comments on inflation and the
likelihood that inflation may
soon be peaking, and that the
probabilities of Fed interest
rate hikes are shifting as a
result. We conclude with some
updates on the war, and a table
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of Covid-related reasons,
unacceptably low wages and
retirement demographics).
Accordingly the Fed cannot
seriously contain current
inflation pressures without
shrinking the demand half
of the imbalance right into
recession. And that appears to
be happening!

in the latest two consecutive
quarters. (A contraction over
two consecutive quarters is the
simplest definition of recession.)
How important is this
observation? A recession
should, all else equal, shorten
the time before inflation clearly
rolls over. In turn this shortens
the time before the Fed can
cease hiking rates and marketdetermined rates roll over as
well (the latter may indeed be
happening as we write, see
below).
Some thoughts on inflation
One of the best short
synopses of the current
inflation problem was provided
by Greg Valliere in his daily
comment this week (AGFCapital Insights, 6/30). Writing
in connection with the airline
demand-supply mess, he noted:

To be fair, no one had
a crystal ball as the worst
pandemic in 100 years came to
a close; there was no template
to grapple with surging demand
and shrinking supplies. The
Federal Reserve got it wrong,
and scores of industries were
caught flat-footed. Generous
Covid aid from Washington
simply drove demand higher
for computer chips, energy,
food, etc. The Ukrainian war
exacerbated the problem but
even without the war there
was a glaring supply/demand
imbalance.
This imbalance will take
time to work out, as we have
noted earlier. No one knows
how long it will take. There is
also a general reluctance of
blue collar workers, service
workers and professionals
to return to work (because
3

I am less hawkish on
inflation than the Fed is of late
– for a number of reasons. For
one thing income inequality
cannot be resolved without
relative wage increases for the
lower socioeconomic strata.
For another, supply issues
cannot be resolved without
relative hikes in the price of
scarce output. So, there will
be bouts of inflation as these
issues work themselves out.
More labor supply could also
be stimulated through some
serious overhaul of government
entitlement programs –
programs that make payments
to individuals for which no
work need be performed
(which is the simple definition
of an entitlement). The high
level of entitlements adds to
inflation and is also at the root
of the Western World’s debt
problems. Our long standing
view is that the staggering level
of debt cannot be reduced
meaningfully (and realistically)
without higher inflation.
The reader might think at
this point I am simply talking
my book, finding reasons why
gold should rise. But the reality
Capitalightresearch.com
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is the reverse. The policy
options facing governments
in dealing with their extreme
debt levels boil down to
more inflation (stagflation at
a minimum) or an inevitable
recession/depression. Since
governments will hope to avoid
the latter, we believe the costs
of somewhat higher inflation
will become more acceptable to
policymakers over time.
Of course, higher inflation
(4-5% rates are the most likely
outlook for the time being)
will also affect inflationary
expectations. As higher
inflationary expectations
become more entrenched
some hawkish central banks
will want to continue tightening.
But that means recession
will be constantly around the
corner!

shifting expenditures away from
entitlements back to the more
traditional categories of defense
and infrastructure. If this cannot
be done the outlook calls for
higher inflation and/or deeper
recessions. “I don’t think that
we are going to go back to that
environment of low inflation,”
said Ms. Lagarde (WSJ 06/29).
Current Inflation
The charts herewith
highlight US and EU inflation
data. US data is suggestive
that y-o-y inflation rates may be
peaking (but any decline won’t

be in a straight line). EU data
suggests the same might be
happening at the core level (i.e.,
excluding food and energy).
These potential peaks
are having a market impact.
Bloomberg pointed out this
week that: the bond market on
Wednesday shifted to price in a
half-point rate cut in the Federal
Reserve’s benchmark rate at
some point in 2023, as traders
upped their bets on a US
recession eventually halting
the central bank’s aggressive
tightening campaign ... policy

We’ll see how Western
voters, and their political
leaders, deal with this!?
Is this then a recipe for
politicians becoming more
involved with central bank
policy? We thinks so; Trump
wasn’t the only president
to demand easy monetary
policies, and while he was
rebuked other presidents will
follow.
Bottom line: The world
of 2% inflation is finished. To
get back to this world fiscal
policymakers must support
central banks with expenditures
that are more “targeted” and
“sustainable” (in the words of
the ECB president, FT 06/29),
which we interpret to mean
4
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makers fretted inflation is here
to stay [but] markets started
betting that the “Great Inflation
Trade of 2022” was done and
dusted (bolding added).
We’ll see – as it stands
the Fed continues to sound
hawkish;
If the rate-setting Federal
Open Market Committee
meeting was being held today,
[Federal Reserve Bank of
Cleveland President] Loretta
Mester said Wednesday on
CNBC that she would advocate
for a 0.75-percentage-point rate
increase “because I haven’t
seen the kind of numbers on
the inflation side that I need to
see in order to, you know, think
that we can go back to a 50
[basis-point] increase” … (WSJ
06/29).
Accordingly, the CME
FedWatch Tool showed no
significant change in the
probabilities for hikes later this
month: 15.6% on a 50-point
hike and 84.4% on a 75-point
hike. It follows we don’t see
much lifting of the nearterm pressure on gold in the
immediate future.
But we are keeping our eye
on the TIPS yields, all of which
have declined somewhat this
week!
The War
The impact of the war
on the gold price has waned.
However, we remain extremely
concerned that Putin will
yet conclude the war is not
proceeding at the speed and

in the direction he had hoped,
meaning he may yet decide
to use more aggressive
strategies. The prospect that
Sweden and Finland will
now also join NATO (though
Erdogan might yet veto the
applications!?) should not be
expected to sit well with Putin!
Russia threatened to
station ballistic missiles
and nuclear weapons on its
border if Sweden and Finland
are allowed to join NATO
and warned that Ukrainian
membership of the military
alliance could trigger World
War III … Dmitry Medvedev,
deputy chairman of the
Russian Security Council, said:
“We will have to strengthen
these borders. The Baltic
region’s nonnuclear status will
become a thing of the past, the
group of land and naval forces
in the northern sector will be
seriously increased. No one is
happy with this, not the citizens

of these two NATO candidate
countries” … [Meanwhile] Mr.
Stoltenberg on Monday said the
NATO alliance would increase to
more than 300,000 from 40,000
the number of troops it keeps on
high readiness as it keeps an
eye on future threats … (WSJ
06/28) … In a significant gesture
and vote of confidence in the
Kyiv government, EU leaders
pledged eventual membership
of the bloc to Ukraine (WSJ
07/01).
Last Thought
This table appeared in
yesterday’s Capitalight –
Economic Monitor and highlights
how the S&P 500 index fared
in the 2nd half of a year where
the 1st half saw very significant
declines. We’ll see; the fact that
tech has suffered badly in 1st
half of 2022 suggests that year
2002 might be relevant. Yet, the
overall decline in the 1st half of
this year is more dramatic than
that of 2002.

S&P 500 Index
% change

1932
1962
1970
2022
1940
1939
2002

first half of
year

-45.44
-23.48
-21.01
-20.82
-19.90
-17.35
-13.79

second half
of year

56.21
15.25
26.72
???
6.01
14.73
-11.11

Source: Bloomberg, Capitalight Research
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Daily
Short-Term Technical Picture

2200

The short-term technical
picture has now clearly
broken down with today's
pm fix below $1800.
Within days, furthermore,
the 50-day MA will break
down through the 200day MA (a death cross).
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200-day MA

1300

The medium-term
technical picture
highlights the potential
importance of $1792 and
of $1684 thereafter.
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Source: LBMA, Bloomberg, Murenbeeld & Co.

Medium-Term Technical Picture

The Gold Price Outlook
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CHANGE IN GOLD ETFs
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(From a fundamental
perspective we think gold
will derive significant
support in the 2nd half of
2022 from a change in
the outlook for inflation
and Fed policy. The
two charts herewith
are a purely technical
perspective!)
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ETF demand and the net-long position of the "specs" on COMEX continue to contract
in the latest reporting
– indicative of gold market sentiment at this time.
GOLD weeks
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Everything
seems to be working against gold at the moment. In the event the
Currencies 5
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TIPS yield declines further and the dollar rolls over somewhat gold should pick
up. The latest 22-day correlation of gold with the DXY (a dollar index)
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Disclaimer
The views expressed in the research report regarding any particular company, security, industry or commodity price are the
independent and personal opinions of the research analysts and their associates. Views expressed herein should not be considered
as a recommendation to buy or sell nor should they be relied upon as investment advice. Past performance is not a predictor of future
results. Individual investment results may vary, and all investing involves risk of loss. You are responsible for your own investment
decisions. Information contained in this report is current as of the date of publication and has been obtained from third party sources
believed to be reliable. Capitalight Research Inc., and its affiliates, do not make any representations regarding the accuracy,
completeness or reliability of any information contained herein and does not accept any responsibility or liability for any loss or damage
caused by a reader’s reliance on any information contained herein. Research analysts and their associates are prohibited from trading
against their investment opinion, if any has been expressed. The compensation of the research analyst and their associates are not
linked directly or indirectly to their opinions or to the performance of any particular company or security. Capitalight Research Inc. has
not provided any consulting, advisory, investment banking or paid-for research services to any of the companies named in this research
report. The research analyst or associate do not own shares of the companies named in this research report. Capitalight Research Inc.
maintains a Restricted List of securities with pending research reports. Any employees, including their spouses and dependents, that
are aware of pending research reports are restricted from trading securities on the Restricted List until the research report has been
fully disseminated. This research report is copyright and may not be reproduced, in whole or in part, without the written consent of
Capitalight Research Inc.
Anti-Spam
You are receiving this material from Capitalight Research Inc. located at 130 King St West, Suite 1940, Toronto, Ontario M5X 2A2.
Capitalight Research Inc. respects your time and your privacy. If you no longer wish us to retain and use your personal information
for the purposes of distributing newsletters, reports or other commercial electronic messages, please let us know via email. For more
information on our Privacy Policy please visit our website at www.CapitalightResearch.com.
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